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MARINE ELEVATOR
INSTAllATION INSTRUCTIONS

(MODELS: 4,000, 8,000 & 12,000 LB.)

IMPORTANT: Read this manual carefully before installing the DavitMaster Marine Elevator system. REFER TO LOCAL
BUILDING CODES FOR EXACT REQUIREMENTS. The following instructions indicate the minimum require-
ments necessary for installing a DavitMaster Marine Elevator onto a seawall, bulkhead, dock or piling foundation.
Each situation must be evaluated based on existing conditions. DavitMaster is NOT responsible for the
installation nor the integrity of the seawall, bulkhead, dock or pilings.

TRACK LOCATION: Track location is based off of the length of the vessel to be lifted. Minimum spacing is 8 feet. Maximum
is 12 feet. the norm is 10-12 feet.

TYPES OF FOUNDATIONS FOR INSTAlliNG THE TRACK

The Marine Elevator Lift Systen;, can be installed to a SEAWALL, DOCK, PILINGS OR OVER ROCKY RIP-RAP (See Fig. 1).

Seawall Installations
1. A concrete foul)dation should be poured per
local requirements, with 5/8" mounting bolts cast
into the foundation.

Dock Installations
1. The mounting plate should be bolted through
the decking and tied into the stringers with pressure
treated 4" x 4" lumber.

Piling Installations
1. Installing onto pilings require the mounting
base to be located over the top of the piling and
cross-thru bolted through the piling ..
NOTE: Concrete pile mounted.s·ystems m(rs"t be
specified to DavitMaster with the size piling to
be Llsed.

Rocky Rip-Rap Installations
1. When installing over grassy or rocky inclines
without established seawalls or bulkheads, a
concrete foundation with rebar should be poured,
with the 5/8" mounting bolts cast into the
foundation.

Fig. 1 SEAWAll DOCK
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MOUNTING THE TRACK SYSTEM

1. (Fig. 1) The Marine Elevator mounting arm with base (A) should be positioned on its foundation so that the tf~'cks will be square
with each other ..
NOTE; Refer to the back page for mounting base bolt hole pattern.

1. Bolt the mounting base in place with the track (B) positioned at the specified angle.

Fig. 2 WATERVIEW Fig. 3

Installing the Track Kickers
(Fig. 3) Track kickers or stand-oUs (C) are attached to the track once the tracks
are properly located. They should be seated firmly against the seawall or support
pilings.
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4. Track angles of vertical to 45 degress reqllire penetration into the sea bed
(Fig. 3). The end of the track should be jetted into the sea bed using a jet-pump,
if one is available.
NOTE: Care must be taken that the track penetrates the sea bed at the same
spacing tl)at the track attaches to its foundation (Fig. 2). This insures that the
tracks are parallel which is very critical to the proper function of the elevator
system:

PIPE DRIVE INSTAllATION

·1. (Fig. 4) One of the pipe drive. 'bearings (D) is already
positioned on the pipe drive anhe proper distance from
the large sprocket (E)vvhich is welded to the pipe drive.

2. The second bearing must be slid onto t[1e pipe at the
time of assembly ..

3. Lift the pipe drive (F) into position with the bearing
mounts facing the mounting pads (G). Bolt this pipe drive
assembly in place by bolting through the bearing mounts
and into the mounting pads with 3/4" x 2-1/2" galvanized
bolts. flat washers, lock washers and nuts (provided).

o

ELEVATOR CAR INSTAllATION

1. (Fig. 4) Install the elevator car and arm assembly (M) onto
the track and suspend in place.

2. Slide the elevator wheels (N) onto the wheel brackets
(0).

3. Slide each wheel bracket (4 per car) between the flange
(P) of the track and the attachment channels (Q) extending
down fron"\. the car. Bolt in place with th.e stainless steel
bolts (provided).

pye Pipe Guide Installation
1. (Fig. 4) Slide the PVC pipe (W) onto the vertical steel
pipe guides (V).
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1. (Fig. 4) Attach the 5/8" galvanized eye-bolts (R) to the cable bars (5) at the top of the tracl"

2. Shackle the cable into the eye-bolts and weave the cable through the nylon sheaveor pulley (U) and back up to the pipe-drive.

3. Drill proper size holes into the pipe-drive about 24" out from each side of the tracks. Thread the cable throught the hole in the
pipe and install cable clamps to keep cable in place. Trim off excess cable ..
NOTE: If power is supplied at this time, wind the cable onto the pipe-drive until the weight of the cars are relieved. Adjust the tension
in the cables so that the cables are bearing equal weight. This is accomplished by retracting the eye-bolts at the top of the tracle
(Equal cable tension- will help prevent possible track binding.) ..

I
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_·If-.-,·~JSTALLING THE MOTOR3 SPROCKET AND CHAIN

1. (Fig. 5) Bolt the motor gear box assembly (H) to the mounting pads (I)
located near the top of the track with (4) 1-1/2" grade 5 plated bolts.
NOTE: Be sure to install the motor in a vertical position with the gear box on
the bottom. The box should be attached With enough slack to move within
its mounting slots.

2. line up the large sprocket (E) on the pipe drive (F) with the small sprocket
OJ located on the out-put shaft (CC) of the gear box.

3. Attach the chain to both sprockets.

4. Install the 1/2" x 3" galvanized all thread chain tensioning bolt through
the hole in the tab (L)..

5. Tension chain by bearing down on the gear box until there is only 1/8" play

in the chain. Tighten the four bolts to attach the gear box to the track.

Installing tt0 Chain Guard Cover
1. (Not shown) Slid~ the plastic chain guard onto the pipe-drive and line up
over chain and sprockets. _.

2. DI'ill 3 mounting holes into the plastic chain guard with a 3/8" bit.
3. Attach the plastic chain gllard to the mounting brackets (GG) with the 3/8"
threadrod. Bolt to the mounting arm and to the hole in the tab on the
mounting pads.
NOTE: There are 2 pieces, a front and a back.

INSTALLING THE CABLE

INSTALLING X~BRACING

Fig.5
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1. (Fig. 6) Bolt the1 /4" x 2" angle-iron X-bracing (X) into
place spanning tile elevator arms.
NOTE: The X-bracing will need to be trimmed to fit
properly. Proper fit is achieved when the elevator cars
sit square to the tracks without any outward lean or
inward lean.

Fig. 6

INSTALLING THE SWITCHING SYSTEM

J M PO RTANT: It is very important that you install the switching system properly. The drive system develops enoug~ torque to
break cable and cause damage to the lift system if allowed to dead-head. NEVER LEAVE SYSTEM RUNNING
UNATTENDED. ' -

1. (Fig. 4) Locate the drum switch' (Y) at the ,top of the track' and mark the mounting hole locations.
2. Drill the hole locations and attach the switch.

3. Tie one enrl of [he nylo;l rope (Z) to one side of the gull wing bar (AA) which is attached to the switch.

4. Run the rope through the provided guide bar (88) on the elevator car (M) and trim the rope to the length of the track. Slide the
end of the rope through the weight and tie a knot. Repeat the same process on the other side ..

5. To adjust for downward travel, shorten the length of the rope until the 'guide bar contacts the weight and pulls the switch off
at the desired location. -

NOTE: An aluminum stop bar is attached to the elevator car in such a way that if the car is allowed to travel to the top of
the track, the bar would strike the gull wing and shut the system down. This bar comes in a 24" length which allows for adjustment.
!his bar limits the systems upward travel. Do not rely. on the stop bar as a safety device~ The stop bar is ineffective when winch
IS on downward trj~el. .' - _
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-ELEVATOR BOLT HOLE PATTERN CHART

o

o 13/16" , 1-1/4" SLOTS
0.· 15"

)----13-1/2"
INSTALLING THE CHOCK SYSTEM

o
1-3(4" I 10" j 1-*/4"

j

1. (Fig. 7) There are no lefts or rights to these new chock brackets, 50 you just rotate them.

2. The flat surface of the brackH will face toward the center of the system. Space the chock brackets (DO) in such a way that is best for

the boat hull, shaft or hull platt's.

3. Hook'the bent side of the mounting foot (EE)over the fJange of the beam. Next, pick the set of holes closest to the flange edge and
use two of the'I/2" bolts provided. Place bolts through holes thread down.

4. Place bar clip (FF)with slot o\'er bolt from underside and nut up hand tight. Slide the bar clip as far into the beam as possible before
(ightening nut. .

5. Repeat for each bracket.

6. Assemble lumber (or you can order pre-assembled carpeted lumber from Davit Master), by nailing two boards together.

7. Bolt to the chock b.rackets.

Fig. 7

CHOCK BOARD

(EE)MOUNTING FOOT

Recommended lumber sizes (guidelines onJy)
4,000 - 8,000 use (2) 2 x 10-12'
12,000 use (2) 2 x 12-14'


